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  Art.Nr.: 21450 + Gloss degree

Mipa Acryl-Lackspray Klarlack is a high quality, fast drying, colourless overcoat for 2-layer basecoats.

 Also suited for clear-over-base applications of blank iron and non-ferous metals.

 The original appearance of the substrate remains unaffected.

Substrate:
2-layer basecoats, aluminium, copper, brass, stainless steel

Pretreatment / Cleansing:
Clean with Mipa Silikonentferner 

Special characteristics:
High UV-protection

Good weathering and scratch resistance

Non-yellowing

Lightfast

Excellent levelling

Permanent protection against water, oxidation, exhaust fumes 

as well as diluted acids and alkali.

Colour / 

Gloss: high gloss (0002) / mat (0001)

Application: Shake can vigorously prior to use!

Spraying: Spray to test - Spraying distance approx. 20 - 30 cm

2 - 3 coats. Dry film thickness 40 - 50 µm.

Flash-off: 3 - 5 min. between the spraying operations

After use: After use, turn can upside down and spray until the valve is clean, 

this prevents the valve from clogging up.

Drying times:

 Drying: Dust dry: 5 - 10 min. / 20°C

Set to touch: 20 - 30 min. / 20°C

Full hardeness: 2 h / 20°C 

  Process 

conditions: from +10°C and up to 80% relative air humidity

  Storage: In tightly closed original containers 2 years shelf life. Keep cool and dry.

  VOC- EU limiting value for the product (cat. B/e): 840 g/l 

content: This product contains max. 700 g/l VOC [5.84 lbs/gal]   

Safety 

instructions: see the safety data sheet

Mipa Acryl-Lackspray

colourless 

The data sheet is for information purpose only! The information given is in accordance to our knowledge up to the latest standards

land is based on years of experience in the manufacture of our products. The informatio is non binding and without guarantee.
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